
Description

1D barcode Bluetooth USB VCP-only iPhone iPad

The OPN-4000 is a compact lightweight companion barcode scanner that is easy to take with you and can connect to other
devices through Bluetooth. The clean white design and the compact dimensions make this product look and feel state of the
art. And rightfully so, as the CCD engine is powerful and the data transfer is fast.

This device is a CCD scanner with a very intuitive interface, is lightweight, and fits in the palm of your hand. Bluetooth
enables the device for real-time data transfer. The scanner comes in two versions: version I and version n. The n is purely the
OPN-4000 in all its glory, the I is the OPN-4000 with a special addition; It is Apple MFi certified. This means that it can
connect to Apple products like the iPhone, iPod, and iPad. When no Bluetooth connection can be made the OPN-4000 will
store the data on the device until there is a connection again or when plugged in with a USB-cable.

Using the scanner is straightforward. No special training is needed as users only need to press a trigger key to operate and a
reset key to control mistakes.

Product Features

From the Opticon OPN-4000n scanned barcodes are transmitted real-time to any host device which supports Bluetooth HID
or SPP (including Android, Apple, Blackberry or Windows Mobile).

The Opticon OPN4000n enables each organization to integrate barcode scanning in a simple and efficient way into various
mobile applications, including sales and service, retail point-of-sale (POS), inventory management, asset tracking, visitor
registration and inventory.

Features

Properties

Warranty:    2 years 

Serie(s):    OPN-4000 

Including:    Battery Neck strap USB cable 

Physical

Connection(s):    USB mini 

Technical details

IP rating:    IP42 

http://www.opticon.shop/blog/282/technisch/opn-2002-apple-ipad-iphone-barcode-scanoplossing
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Scan engine:    CCD (1D) 

Communication:    USB-VCP 

Wireless Communication:    Bluetooth SPP Bluetooth HID 

Barcodes:    1D 


